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All Jackie Chan Movies torrent download . Jackie Chan Collection [1971-2008]-all Jackie Chan Movies. Jackie Chan Collection 1971 2008 All Jackie Chan Movies torrent download . all Jackie Chan movies torrent free Jackie Chan movies free movies all movies super movie Oscar-winner Jackie Chan, who rose to global prominence in the
martial art film genre, made his feature-length directorial debut with the Bruce Lee biopic, “The Legend is Born: A.D. 1972,” which was released in the United States in January. The movie, which is set in 1972, focuses on the young Lee’s (Donnie Yen) rise to stardom and his decision to put his acting career on hold to take on the role of
martial artist and scientist, Dr. Jeet Kune Do, who was introduced in the Lee’s movie, “Fist of Fury.” “The Legend is Born: A.D. 1972” also marks the first time the iconic actor is featured in full-view 3D. Chan, one of China’s biggest stars, rose to international fame in the late 1960s and early 1970s after starring in the blockbuster films
“Drunken Master” and “Shanghai Noon.” His directing credits include “Fist of Fury” and “The Little Drummer Girl.” After a long absence from film, Chan starred in director Leung Kar Yan’s comedy “Police Story 2013″ in 2013, and the Warner Bros. comedy “Kung Fu Yoga” last year. Chan’s movie “The Legend is Born: A.D. 1972” opens
in Hong Kong on Jan. 23 and will be released in China on Jan. 22. Jackie Chan Previews Hong Kong Movie ‘Legend of Sword and Dragon’
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